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 How can I get students to read an article on their own and take 

in the information?



Reading….

• How can I get students to read an article on their own and take 

in the information?

• Reading Highlights

– Highlight something surprising…top

– Highlight something interesting…top

– Highlight something you agree with…top

– Highlight something you disagree with…weak

– Highlight something you do not understand…weak

– Feedback session (Think, pair, share .. Use randomiser)







Staff want...

Enthusiasm

Creativity

Energy

Motivation

Engagement

Trust

Resilience
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Students want...

Interesting material

Exciting lessons

Progress in lessons

Understanding

Step-by step instructions

Effective Feedback

Friendly

Students want...
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Top factors according to SFC research 2012
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RANK concepts > Think ; Pair ; Share

 Id/ego/superego

 Libido

 Psychosexual stages

 Unconscious

 Defence mechanism

 Fixation

 Repression



Positive Facial expression

Holding up mini w/b with correct answer

Explaining something in their own words

Explaining something using a metaphor

Putting hand up

Presenting in the form of a diagram
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Dependent teaching styles  

‘Knights in shining armour’ coming to the rescue way before there is any distress expressed 

(0.7 – 0.9 seconds average time given for students to respond to a question)

‘God’ on tap as the expert, who has been there, done that and doesn’t explain how they 

got there or back 

‘Apologists’ accepting first sound bite responses too readily, not planning spaces to think 

and not grilling students 

‘Blue Peter presenters’ over-praising and dispensing badges of approval too readily and 

with sketchy evidence of merit 

‘Echo chambers’ happily paraphrasing each student’s comments for the others who 

weren’t listening and helpfully adding a little too













• PPPB (Pose, Pause, Pounce, Bounce) is a simple, yet sophisticated 
questioning technique to help teachers move from good-to-outstanding. 

• It also helps address differentiation in the classroom and encourages 
teachers to slow down, take risks and tease out understanding...

• Pause for two or three seconds and the students assume you lost your 
place. 

• Pause for five seconds and the students begin to think the pause is 
intentional... and start wondering why.

• Pause for ten seconds and even the students who were busy tweeting 
can’t resist glancing up.

• Do it this week..set the expectations ..YOU are the 
role model



Problems with questions

• Low order or closed questioning.

• Hogs – students who always put their hands 

up.

• Logs – students who never put their hands up.

• Spoon feeding – students love it!



Is Did Can Would Will Might

Why

How

When

Where

What

Who

Low and High order questions



• What is flight or fight?

• Who was Stalin?

• Where is the centre in 
the brain that controls 
eating?

• How might flight or 
fight explain stress 
related illness?

• What might you tell 
Stalin if you met him?

• When would the lateral 
hypothalamus be 
activated?



Hinge Questions

When you want to assess the understanding of 

everyone in the class quickly:

• Ask Hinge questions & white boards

• A hinge question is based on the important concept in a 

lesson that is critical for students to understand before you 

move on in the lesson

• The question should fall about midway during the lesson

• It must be a diagnostic and not a discussion question



Ask class questions using..

• Randomiser

• Random name 

generator

• Keeps them on their 

toes

• Same person could be 

asked again 

• Causes healthy 

competition

• All class involved, all the 

time



Comment Only Marking – What we did…Comment Only Marking – What we did…



Turn these into ‘Marking Codes’

G1

G2

G3

G4

W1

W2

W3

W4

Comment Only Marking – How?Comment Only Marking – How?



Good

Weak

Target

Students re-

write

one passage

in class

Marking Code

Comment Only Marking – How?Comment Only Marking – How?





Content or Assessment?

90%         vs 10%

70%         vs 30%

Sept April   May 

C C C C C C C C C C C C A A

CA  CA CA CA CA CA CA CA

Which type of teacher are you? 

Make students resilient to assessment.



I have not failed..I have just found 10,000 ways that don’t work..?

He who asks a question may look a fool for two minutes; he who does not ask 

a question remains a fool forever

Learners often think that people who are experts such as sportsmen or 

musicians were born brilliant and have some innate talent

est. it takes 10,000 hours to develop world class performance
(Gladwell ‘the story of success’ 2008)

Resilience – Learning from the failure of expertsResilience – Learning from the failure of experts



A teacher in Liverpool read out a quote about Steven Gerrard 

‘I wasn’t even the best player in my youth team’

She then challenged her class to identify how he had improved to go on 

and play for England. The class reflected on this and decided that 

becoming an international footballer was like learning in school.

The exercise reinforced the importance of  resilience and acting on 

feedback from others.

Resilience – Learning from the failure of expertsResilience – Learning from the failure of experts



Addressing Harvard University in 2008..

‘ I was jobless, a lone parent and as poor as it was possible to be in 

modern Britain, without being homeless’

Her first book was rejected repeatedly. Success came through her 

persistence and unwillingness to accept failure.

She concluded  by saying

‘Its impossible to live without failing at something, unless you live so 

cautiously that you might as well not have lived at all – in which case 

you fail by default

Resilience – Learning from the failure of expertsResilience – Learning from the failure of experts









Setting Standards Early On 
(when they are still ripe and enthusiastic!)

 Change seating / out of comfort zones regularly before habits 

form

 Problem is culture from school – “just get you through it” then 

have to do A levels (harder than degree TELL THEM THIS!)

 Advice to new AS from A2 / Do an AS end of year review

 Make classes YOURS/ targets set at start print them off front of 

files etc

 Give out booklets / materials etc in advance/ 6 weeks is key 

 Teaching study skills first OR understand topic first THEN apply 

skill (A01/ A02) to it?



Wait-time

Wait time allows students time to think 

and therefore to produce answers. Also, 

not everyone in the class thinks at the 

same speed or in the same way – waiting 

allows students to build their thoughts 

and explore what has been asked.

2 types of wait time –

i) Teacher speaks and then waits before 

taking student responses.

ii) Student response ends and then 

teacher waits before responding. This 

gives the student space to elaborate or 

continue – or for another student to 

respond.



Open vs closed

Closed questions can be useful 

however are not great at facilitating 

the use of abstract thinking skills, 

encouraging talking or eliciting much 

understanding. Open questions are 

more likely to do this and thus 

improve learning.

e.g. 

Did you go out last night? 

What did you after school yesterday?



Graphic Organisers
Use graphic organisers to help pupils self-assess.



1 hour TV news programme  = 1 hour lesson

Headlines Aim / objectives

Most important story comes first Primacy effect

Variety of ways to present Variety in teaching / activities etc

No more than 10 mins on one story Be aware of average attention span

Moderate pace, pause to digest, calm Relaxing environment but…

Excellent NVC, eye on camera all times You are in charge

Tidy neat studio Classroom should be same

Reinforces message X3 Repeat Q&A

Ad breaks to avoid fatigue Break / group work etc

Finish with ‘amusing’ story Send them home happy…

Summary of headlines Plenary

AVERAGE ATTENTION SPAN = CA + 1 IN MINS 

(so 17 mins for an AS student)

Lessons like watching the news...





Reflection – Taking today forwardReflection – Taking today forward


